Interblock will introduce over twelve new
electronic table game products at this
year's G2E!
LAS VEGAS, Sept. 10, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Luxury gaming manufacturer and
electronic table game (ETG) industry leader, Interblock®, will present its comprehensive
portfolio of automated, video and dealer assist product lines that will revolutionize the way the
gaming sector perceives ETG's on booth #1239 at the 2019 Global Gaming Expo.
The company will exhibit leading ETG innovations including its Pulse Arena, Universal Cabinet,
MiniStar, and Golden Ball Roulette.
"G2E has always been a focal point for Interblock to share its latest innovations with the
industry and 2019 will be unparalleled. Our primary focus is to further diversify our product
offering and the perception of the ETG segment as a whole. We will introduce new forms of
technology designed to reduce the operational expenses associated with live table games, while
providing new products to attract both new and existing customers alike. said John Connelly,
Interblock Global CEO.
Continuing to be the leader in innovation Interblock will display its latest line of ETG's featuring
its breakthrough form factor the Universal Cabinet. The Universal Cabinet is a standalone unit
with slot-like hardware designed to support a variety of games. Available in both video and
automated formats, the product will demonstrate craps, roulette, blackjack and baccarat games.
The Universal Cabinet line of games represents a new segment and provides an unique
perspective on table games. The new line provides operators with the ability to offer a variety of
ETG's in a smaller, flexible footprint with complete configuration flexibility. Players enjoy an
intimate tactile ETG experience that moves at the pace of the player. Universal Cabinet is
revolutionary to the gaming industry and will change the way a typical casino floor is configured
moving forward. Universal Cabinets will bring even more newly carded players to the casino
floor and increase the hold and handle the industry has historically seen from ETGs.
Interblock’s award-winning stadium configuration, Pulse Arena, will be one such product
demonstrating the company’s latest enhancements. All Interblock Stadiums can be configured
with automated, video, dealer assist generators and/or live table platforms based on footprint
availability. This flexible platform provides operators with the most efficient use of floor space
when multiple games are activate. Any desired number of play stations can be connected to a
single unit. It offers the most versatile Stadium game portfolio while generating continuous play
and reducing operating expenses. With compelling audio and visual effects and side bets the
product line gives ultimate flexibility to operators and provides an enhanced gaming experience.
Live crap will allow players to throw the dice within a stadium environment. Tournament-mode

will also be active on various game types within the Stadium as well as its ability to connect to
external Interblock generators. At the show, the Stadium will be configured with live, automated
and video versions of roulette, multi-hand blackjack, baccarat and craps.
Interblock’s compact Roulette ETG, MiniStar Roulette, delivers more than 120 results per hour
and provides all of the features and functionalities available on Interblock’s Diamond product
line in a smaller footprint and a lower price point. MiniStar Roulette will feature sound effects
designed to elevate the player experience. MiniStar Dice will also be on Interblock's display.
This product is composed of Interblock’s new micro-dice generator and play stations that are
closely situated, providing excellent dice visibility for the player. It offers most of Interblock’s
Diamond Craps features in a smaller footprint. Recently upgraded hardware will be on display
for the video versions of blackjack and baccarat, offering all of the player favorite features in a
more compact footprint, as well. Each game will feature an enhanced Virtual Dealer with fastdeal graphics that have reduced waiting time for participating players resulting in more hands per
hour.
Finally, Interblock's Golden Ball Roulette will be featured at the show. A completely new take
on the classic roulette game Golden Ball generates results based on different color balls ejecting
out of the ball magazine. The game is intended to increase the hold of the traditional roulette
game and introduce a new type of player to the traditional roulette game. Golden Ball brings all
new side bet action to a market starved for innovation on this casino favorite game.

